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AIR FLUX DUSTY 6000AF DUST EXTRACTOR - 230V 3HP

€599,00 (excl. VAT)

The Dusty 6000AF dust extractor has two fibre filter bags at the top that stops fine dust particles.
Optionally there is also a Canister filter cartridge available that further purifies the air up to 0.5µm. This
dust collector is equipped with a 3 HP induction motor with alu protection cap delivering an air flow of

3900m3/hour. Thanks to the wheeled base, the vacuum can easily be used throughout the entire
workshop.

The turbine is equipped with a steel propeller and has a steel exhaust (1x150mm) with a reduction in PVC
to 3x100mm. The Dusty 6000AF dust extractor is standard equipped with a quick-clip system to quickly

and easily change the waste bags.

SKU: AF-6000S
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

The Dusty 6000AF dust extractor has two fibre filter bags at the top that stops fine dust particles. Optionally
there is also a Canister filter cartridge available that further purifies the air up to 0.5µm. This dust collector is

equipped with a 3 HP induction motor with alu protection cap delivering an air flow of 3900m3/hour. Thanks to
the wheeled base, the vacuum can easily be used throughout the entire workshop.

The turbine is equipped with a steel propeller and has a steel exhaust (1x150mm) with a reduction in PVC to
3x100mm. The Dusty 6000AF dust extractor is standard equipped with a quick-clip system to quickly and easily

change the waste bags.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Silent induction motor with Aluminium cover
Steel blade impeller

Fibre filterbag
Easy to swap waste bags thanks to quick-release system

Mobile
Solid construction

Optional: Canister filter cartridge (up to 0,5µm)

DESCRIPTION

The Dusty 6000AF dust extractor has two fibre filter bags at the top that stops fine dust particles. Optionally
there is also a Canister filter cartridge available that further purifies the air up to 0.5µm. This dust collector is

equipped with a 3 HP induction motor with alu protection cap delivering an air flow of 3900m3/hour. Thanks to
the wheeled base, the vacuum can easily be used throughout the entire workshop. The turbine is equipped with
a steel propeller and has a steel exhaust (1x150mm) with a reduction in PVC to 3x100mm. The Dusty 6000AF

dust extractor is standard equipped with a quick-clip system to quickly and easily change the waste bags.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 60 kg

Dimensions 146 × 72 × 216 cm

Motor 3 HP

Voltage 230 V

Exhaust 150mm – 3x100mm
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Air Speed 3900m³/h

Ventilator 300mm

Noise level 85dB

Filter bag 500x850mm

Bag 500x850mm


